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Chapter 1

Introduction: Objectivity in Science
Jonathan Y. Tsou, Alan Richardson, and Flavia Padovani

While few would question the importance of the objectivity of science for providing
a well-supported factual basis upon which policy decisions can be reliably made, it
is far from clear what scientific objectivity is or how it should be achieved. In recent
decades, questions regarding the objectivity of science have become increasingly
salient in framing public debates about science and science policy: for example,
can we trust medical research when it is funded by pharmaceutical companies?
Or, whose research in climate science meets the standards of scientific objectivity?
At the same time, the objectivity of science has become an increasingly important
topic among historians and philosophers of science, as well as researchers in related
fields in science and technology studies. In the wake of Karl Popper’s (1972)
account of objective knowledge and Thomas Kuhn’s (1977) landmark analysis of
scientific values in connection with issues of scientific objectivity and rationality,
philosophers of science have attempted to clarify questions concerning the role
of values in theory choice, the distinction between epistemic (or “cognitive”)
and non-epistemic (or “social”) values, and the ways in which different kinds of
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values (including non-epistemic values) contribute to the objectivity of science.1
By contrast, historians of science have offered rich historical analyses that aim to
clarify the changing historical meanings of objectivity by examining the emergence
of particular scientific ideals in specific episodes in the history of science.2 These
historical studies have revealed the complex, multifaceted, and ultimately contingent
nature of the ideals that contribute to our current notions and understandings of scientific objectivity. Finally, sociologists and anthropologists of science have offered
analyses that explicitly bring into question specific understandings of scientific
objectivity as, for example, the disinterestedness or value neutrality of scientific
work, by revealing the role of social processes—including the workings of structures
of credit, rhetorical practices in science, and the pressure of funding regimes—
in the production of scientific knowledge.3 Taken together, these investigations
offer compelling reasons for thinking that scientific objectivity is much more
complicated than one might have imagined. Two emergent themes from the science
and technology studies literature are especially important in this regard.
The first of these themes comes largely from philosophy of science, but
philosophy of science that is informed by sociology of scientific knowledge and by
feminist criticism. This theme can be summarized as follows: The standard account
of the objectivity of science throughout much of the twentieth century was valuefreedom. Science is able to serve as an objective source of unbiased information
precisely because either the individual scientist is able—qua scientist—to transcend
all social, moral, and political values, or more plausibly, the institution of science is
able to insulate itself from social values that would bias it and render it subjective.
With the historical turn in philosophy of science after the work of Thomas Kuhn and
others and with the rise of sociology of scientific knowledge, which took the classbased interests of scientists and of the institutions of science for granted, such claims
have come to seem increasingly implausible. It is far too easy to see moral and social
values suffusing all the past achievements of science, including those that we still
endorse as well as those we no longer endorse. The social and moral values at the
heart of Darwin’s theory of evolution are just as evident in his account of natural
selection, which is still understood to be largely correct, as in his advocacy of protoeugenicist social policies, which we largely reject. Scientists and the institutions of
science bear within their bodily frames the indelible stamp of the times, places, and
social structures in which they have arisen.4

1

For some examples, see Salmon (1980), Hempel (1983), Laudan (1984), McMullin (1988, 1993),
Longino (1990, 2002), Kitcher (1995, 2001), Okruhlik (1994), Machamer and Douglas (1998), and
Solomon and Richardson (2005).

2

See especially Proctor (1991), Daston and Galison (1992, 2007), and Porter (1995).

3

For example, see Latour and Woolgar (1979), Collins and Pinch (1993), and Latour (1999).

4

For a classic account of the value-free ideal, see Proctor (1991). For more recent elaborations
of various philosophical perspectives on the value-free ideal, see Lacey (1999), Machamer and
Wolters (2004), Kincaid et al. (2007), and Douglas (2009). For an account of the development of
sociology of scientific knowledge by one of its most distinguished practitioners, see Shapin (1995).
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With a similarly motivated but even more empirical eye, feminist critics of
science have measured the community of science against the ideals that every
community claims to hold dear.5 The value-free ideal suggests that the community
of science should be open equally to all voices suitably trained in the material and
methods of science. The scientific community, one would think, would then be in the
vanguard of equity. But this is notably not the case. Women and ethnic minorities are
visibly less well represented in various scientific communities than in many other
professions; indeed some of the sciences (as well as philosophy) are among the
least gender-balanced disciplines within the academy. Thus, the model of the open
community of inquiry that grounds much of the account of scientific objectivity as
value-freedom seems importantly ungrounded empirically. By its own lights, given
the value-free ideal, the scientific community seems to be biased.6
What should be done in light of such concerns about the value-free ideal
of objectivity? One response—one alleged to be common in the science and
technology studies community, but in fact quite rare within that community—
would be to deny the objectivity of science: objectivity is value-freedom, but no
person and no institution is value-free, not even scientists and the institutions of
science. Science is one more interested political actor in an on-going socio-political
power struggle, nothing more and nothing else.7 While this response is rare within
the science and technology studies community, it is halfway exemplified in many
responses to science in the arena of public discourse. It is not at all uncommon to
hear this move being made with respect to science that a critic does not believe.
For example, climate change skeptics point to the behaviour of climate scientists
as revealed in the leaked email in the Climategate scandal: surely, scientists who
engage in the “tricks” involved in the hockey-stick graph or who so revile and seek to
shut down their critics by not sharing their data reveal themselves as not objective.8
Such climate science cannot be reliable, must be beholden to special interests, and
its results can be set aside in the policy realm. Such a response usually does not
go so far as to call all objectivity impossible, since the science, if any there be,
backing the views of the critics is usually endorsed as objective. The impossibility

The Darwin industry cannot be summarized effectively, but a sense of the variety of approaches to
contextualizing Darwin’s achievements can be seen in Ruse and Richards (2008).
5

For some important contributions, see Harding (1986, 1991), Longino (1988, 1993), Keller
(1989), Haraway (1988), Tuana (1989), Code (1991), and Lloyd (1996).

6

For a representative essay on gender bias within science see Ceci and Williams (2011). An older
but more expansive and, sadly, not really superseded treatment is Sonnert and Holton (1995).

7

For the charge against the science and technology studies community see, for example, Koertge
(2000) and Gross and Leavitt (1994). An examination of both the work discussed at length and
the degree to which that work is actually understood in such scholarship indicates that the views
decried were never actually endorsed by the leading members of the science and technology studies
community.

8

For discussion of the Climategate scandal, see Montford (2010), Ryghaug and Skjølsvold (2010),
and Leiserowitz et al. (2013).
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of value-free objectivity becomes, when deployed in this way, a dialectical game
that renders finding a factual common ground impossible.
The response of the science and technology studies community to the objections
to the value-free ideal as an account of the objectivity of science has largely been
along a different line. The impetus here is to think about what objectivity is or
could be if we reject the value-free ideal. One highly important account of the
objectivity of science, due to Helen Longino, has become the focus of much of
the philosophical effort regarding scientific objectivity and so deserves a brief
exposition here. Longino’s account of the objectivity of science begins with a
specific location where, on her analysis, the value-free ideal must fail—the problem
of the underdetermination of theory by evidence (Longino 1990, chs. 2–3; 2002, ch.
6). The underdetermination problem is a longstanding methodological problem that
philosophy of science has investigated: on logical grounds alone, no scientific theory
can be the unique theory confirmed by empirical evidence, even if we imagine
we have gathered all possible evidence.9 Since any theory presupposes various
background beliefs and assumptions—including norms regarding what counts as
evidence—the theory makes claims that go beyond what can be established by
observational evidence alone. Given this evidential gap, Longino argues that values
must be invoked to choose to develop or accept one theory rather than the other.
Hence, all theory acceptance—since the underdetermination problem is entirely
general—relies ultimately on values.
With the value-free ideal impossible in principle, Longino sets about articulating a new social account of objectivity in which there is no pretense that
individuals and institutions in which they work lack commitment to values and
in which values are not seen as inherently biasing (cf. Antony 1993). According
to Longino, recognition of the social nature of knowledge demands a framework
that acknowledges the necessity of a plurality of theories, which presuppose
divergent background beliefs and values. In this framework, the route to objectivity
occurs through a collective social process, wherein the clashing and intermeshing
of alternative theories provides a means for critically assessing the background
beliefs and values of one another.10 Scientific objectivity is thus constituted by
the fact that scientific knowledge must be presented in a public domain where
it must face criticism. In this regard, Longino articulates a set of norms for the

9

The classic texts on underdetermination are Duhem (1906/1954) and Quine (1951/1980). For a
more comprehensive and critical discussion of the underdetermination thesis, see Harding (1976),
Newton-Smith (1980), Laudan (1990), Laudan and Leplin (1991), Earman (1993), Leplin and
Laudan (1993), Kukla (1993), Hoefer and Rosenberg (1994), Gillies (1993, ch. 5), Stanford (2001,
2006), and Intemann (2005).

10

Longino’s advocacy of theoretical pluralism is intended to address the inherently value-laden
nature of scientific knowledge, but it is also motivated to address a more general problem, viz.,
the situated and contextual nature of knowledge. The situatedness of knowledge is, of course, a
longstanding feminist concern and the motivation for the standpoint theories of Harding (1986,
1991) and others.
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critical uptake of scientific claims among interested individuals. These norms—
which include norms for publication venues, uptake of criticism, transparency of
epistemic standards, and tempered equality of intellectual authority—then constitute
the conditions under which a community can be said to be an objective knowledgeproducing community (Longino 1990, 76–79; 2002, 128–135). As these norms are
not meant to be descriptive of any actual community, they can be used to criticize
extant scientific communities if those communities are, say, gender biased (violating
tempered equality) or insulated from criticism (violating the norms relating to
uptake and to publicity of standards). As is evident in the essays in this volume,
Longino’s normative epistemology forms a large part of the background for much
contemporary philosophical work on objectivity.
The second theme that has brought objectivity to the forefront of contemporary
science and technology studies is the rise of what Lorraine Daston has dubbed
“historical epistemology.” In this tradition, “historical epistemology” refers to the
historical development of key concepts of epistemology. Rather than taking, for
example, the notion of “matter of fact” or “experience” for granted and theorizing
the transhistorical role of matters of fact or experience in knowledge, historical
epistemology looks into the historical development of concepts of matter of fact and
experience.11 Largely through the work of Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, one
of the concepts most rigourously and extensively examined within this literature is
objectivity. Their monumental volume Objectivity (Daston and Galison 2007) traces
the development of concepts of objectivity as these concepts informed the practices
of visual representation in science in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
volume exhibits how conceptions of objectivity arise from specific and changing
concerns about the nature of the knowing subject, yield regimes for attempting to
secure objective representation so conceived, interact with technological developments for the production of representations, and yield new epistemological problems
that in turn can yield new conceptions of objectivity. These conceptions and the
corresponding regimes for securing objective representation do not supersede one
another without remainder; rather they yield a complex, layered, and polysemous
set of concepts and practices that are deployed in the scientific representation of the
world.
Daston and Galison’s work sets the frame for many of the essays in this volume.
It provides not merely specific claims to be elaborated or argued with, but also a
research project that has vast potential to inform science and technology studies. In
a set of interconnected case studies, Daston and Galison have argued that there is
much illumination to be gained by looking at changes in the meanings of high-order
epistemological terms like “objectivity” in relation to specific and changing concerns about the subjective obstacles to knowledge and to the elaboration of social,
methodological, technical, and other regimes for securing objectivity so conceived.

11

For discussion of “historical epistemology,” see Daston (1994). On “matters of fact” from this
perspective, see Daston (1991, 1993) and Poovey (1998). On “experience,” see Dear (1995) and
Jay (2005).
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They also provide a model of the sort of detailed work that goes into establishing
the existence and development of such conceptual-cum-material epistemological
regimes.
While the work of Longino and of Daston and Galison form much of the problem
space and the theoretical frameworks for the essays in this volume, there is a third
feature of the contemporary scene, moving well beyond science and technology
studies, that informs the current interest in objectivity within science and technology
studies. This is the science under siege that one senses in contemporary disputes
in areas of research such as climate science and pharmaceutical research. These
controversies, in part, stem from the perception that government agencies are not
treating scientific expertise with integrity and that the government is no longer
properly relying on the evidence offered by the best sciences. The meddling with
or ignoring of scientific expertise or evidence is not exclusively an activity of
governments seeking partisan political gain. It is also a large part of pharmaceutical
and other health research, much of which has been privatized and is, thus, beholden
to the special interests and bottom line of the corporations that produce that research.
Famous failures of oversight such as the case of Vioxx and other anti-inflammatory
drugs, the ghost writing of medical articles to try to wrap them in the impartiality
of public science, the setting up of industry research groups specifically to call nonindustry research into question, and similar activities have eroded public confidence
in the objectivity of science and have rendered it increasingly difficult for modern
societies to recognize expertise and to know whom to trust on matters of evidence.12
The erosion of trust in science has at times been blamed at least partially on
scholarship done within the science and technology studies community. This view
is far less warranted than the critics make it out to be, but the issue of blame is not
the most pressing. No one who is a scholar of any sort can genuinely believe that
evidence is entirely arbitrary or demands for objectivity are nothing more than a
move in a game of power. Indeed, the intermeshing of knowledge and power without
the reduction of one to the other would seem to be one of the most crucial themes
in work done by science and technology studies scholars. Steven Shapin (2010) has
written: “The place of science in the modern world is just the problem of describing
the way we live now: what to believe, who[m] to trust, what to do” (391). Many of
the essays in this volume can profitably be read as attempts to delineate and to offer
aid in solving precisely this problem: they offer perspectives on what objectivity
can mean for us here and now, and how we might achieve objectivity both in our
processes of knowledge production and in our regimes of policy construction.

12

Some high-profile instances of concern about the pharmaceutical industry and its relations to
medical research can be found in Healy and Cattell (2003), Angell (2004), and Elliott (2010).
For population health more generally, two recent exposés by prominent historians of science are
Oreskes and Conway (2010) and Proctor (2012).
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1.1 The Essays
The essays in this volume are divided into three sections: (1) Positions on Objectivity in Contemporary Science and Technology Studies, (2) Objectivity as a Topic in
Historical Epistemology, and (3) Securing Objectivity in Scientific Communities.
The first section of the volume features three contemporary analyses on scientific
objectivity by Ian Hacking, Sandra Harding, and Peter Galison. Ian Hacking’s
provocative paper, “Let’s Not Talk about Objectivity,” urges researchers in science
and technology studies to stop discussing objectivity in the abstract. Hacking
distinguishes between two different kinds of questions about objectivity:
1. Ground-level questions: specific questions about particular cases that have some
bearing on the objectivity of science (e.g., “can we trust medical research when
it is funded by pharmaceutical companies?”)
2. Second-story questions: general questions about objectivity that assume that
objectivity is a stable epistemic ideal (e.g., “what is scientific objectivity?,” “does
research in climate science meet the standards of scientific objectivity?”)
Hacking’s injunction not to talk about objectivity is a recommendation to only
ask ground-level questions, and not second-story questions, about objectivity. This
is nicely encapsulated by Hacking’s imperative: “let’s get down to work on cases,
not generalities,” which is motivated by two principles. The main principle (derived
from the Oxford ordinary language philosophers J. L. Austin and Gilbert Ryle)
suggests that a word’s ordinary usage is its meaning, and hence, we ought to
study objectivity in its various sites. To discuss objectivity in the abstract, Hacking
suggests, is a fruitless exercise that functions to reify an inherently unstable concept
into a stable thing (cf. Hacking 1999, 22–24). A second related principle endorsed
by Hacking is the idea that when we conceptualize objectivity, we should not think
of it as a noun, but as an adjective (“objective”) that indicates different ways in
which science fails to be objective. In this framework, what it means to be objective
will vary in different contexts, such as not allowing one’s interests to guide one’s
research, not ignoring evidence, or not ignoring criticism.
Sandra Harding’s paper, “Objectivity for Sciences from Below,” offers a
response to Hacking’s strong injunction by emphasizing the political dimensions of
objectivity. Drawing on her pioneering work in feminist standpoint theory (Harding
1986, 1991, 1992, 1993), Harding articulates and defends the “strong objectivity”
program, which she subsequently tests against recent discussions of objectivity and
against postcolonialist science and technology studies. Strong objectivity starts with
an examination of the experiences of individuals, such as women and minorities,
who have traditionally been excluded from knowledge production in order to
criticize prevailing standards of objectivity—especially the “weak objectivity” of
allegedly value-neutral science—and to articulate stronger standards of objectivity.
This stance assumes that by adopting a standpoint outside of a discipline, one
can achieve the distance required to critically assess the values, interests, and
assumptions of that discipline. As Harding makes clear, this program is not merely
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interested in criticizing dominant research practices to improve the reliability and
validity of science, but it is an inherently social and political project aimed at
articulating standards that can produce science for social justice movements. After
identifying various ways in which the strong objectivity program is consonant with
major themes in recent science and technology studies research (e.g., historical
work on the concept of objectivity, the dynamic co-evolution of science and society,
theoretical pluralism), Harding responds to some potential objections to strong
objectivity (e.g., accusations of relativism). By way of conclusion, Harding outlines
her vision of a “new unification of multiple sciences” as a possible fruit of the
strong objectivity program, wherein the global sciences are unified and harmonized
by common goals of obtaining knowledge and developing more socially responsible
societies.
In “The Journalist, the Scientist, and Objectivity,” Peter Galison extends and
enriches the discussion developed in Objectivity concerning the variety of concepts
and regimes of objectivity at play in different fields of scientific representation.
Galison opens up a novel perspective by relating a history of objectivity in science
to that in journalism. These two histories intersect on more than one occasion, but
it is especially their demand to discipline the self and its dangerous subjectivities
that is common to both. As Galison shows in his investigation, the emphasis put on
epistemic conditions such as impartiality, detachment, and balance in nineteenthcentury journalism was not precisely congruous with the specific inclination towards
objectivity informing scientific practice in the same period. As Galison puts it,
while “the scientists were after a collective empiricism, a codification of shared
knowledge that would give them the basic working objects of their fields, : : : the
journalists were after a mobile discursive medium that could appeal to a much wider
range of audience and advertisers, formalized in pyramidical, unemotional text and
instantiated in the penny press.” It is after World War I that the epistemic conditions
of journalistic objectivity moved away from their original concerns and in the
direction of a procedural-ethical ideal much closer to the one characterizing the sciences, both progressively reoriented and molded by commercial pressure. Galison
concludes his paper with a stimulating attempt towards a common understanding
of contemporary debates involving the objectivity of the digital image in science
as well as in the world of the print and post-print media, again emphasizing how
technical innovations influence epistemic regimes, further entwining the histories of
journalistic and scientific objectivity.
The second section of the volume features four case studies that focus on
historical aspects of scientific objectivity, ranging from Kant to Freud and Poincaré.
In Objectivity, Daston and Galison emphasize the impact of Kant’s newly articulated
distinction between the categories of the objective and the subjective on the
emergence of this notion and the scientific self in the nineteenth century. Kant
opposed the objective validity of propositions, the necessary and universal preconditions of knowledge that properly are the subject matter of epistemology, to
the merely subjective validity of the specific but contingent relations among the
contents or order of the sensations for a specific person (Hume, so Kant argued,
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failed to distinguish these two notions, rendering his philosophy a hodge-podge
of psychological theorizing and genuine epistemology). Nineteenth-century philosophy changed and remodelled this distinction into one between the objective,
meaning in “relation to an external object,” and the subjective as indicating
something “personal, inner, inhering in us” (Daston and Galison 2007, 30). In her
contribution, “The Ethos of Critique in German Idealism,” Joan Steigerwald reexamines the history of objectivity and subjectivity in the works of Kant, Fichte, and
Schelling, and she suggests that Kant’s use of these categories did not symmetrically
support or oppose the later nineteenth-century one, but rather complicated the
boundaries between the objective and the subjective. By using Daston and Galison’s
notion of epistemic virtue to characterize Kant’s philosophical project, Steigerwald
shows how Kant’s critical philosophy did not abstain from including values in
epistemology. On the contrary, it made values fundamental to its practice by placing
the ethos of critique at its core. Fichte and Schelling not only extended Kant’s
critique, but also introduced a meta-critical level in their reflections by investigating
critically our cognitive acts as well as the transcendental reflections upon them.
German idealism can thus be regarded as bearing the distinctive mark of critique as
a reflection upon the limits of knowledge, a prevailing theme of that age.
For Kant, the sense organs, on their own, were the source of merely subjectively
valid streams of sensation. In the nineteenth century, new scientific theories
empirically investigated the physiology of the sense organs in ways that seemed
to offer new epistemological insights. Among these new physiological theories,
Johannes Müller’s natural-scientific theory was bound to become most influential
and variously inspire the construction of philosophical theories of objective knowledge, especially due to its conclusion that the quality of our sensations is determined
by the physical structure of our nerves and does not depend on the external stimuli
causing those sensations. Scott Edgar’s paper, “The Physiology of the Sense Organs
and Early Neo-Kantianism,” analyzes the reception of this doctrine among neoKantians such as Helmholtz, Lange, and Liebmann. Edgar illustrates how, following
Müller yet with interesting philosophical nuances, and not always linearly, they
all rejected the view that the objectivity of our knowledge is determined by, or
can be traced back to, mind-independent objects. Edgar’s paper is a case study in
how issues of objectivity can be—at various places and in various philosophical
communities—disentangled from issues of realism.
Sense organs also play a crucial role in the essay by Paolo Savoia, “Seeing
and Hearing,” albeit in a different context, that of psychoanalysis. Savoia explores
the different modalities of supporting evidence for an objective state of hysteria
in the works of Charcot and Freud respectively. While the Parisian puts images
(thus “seeing”) as objective records of specific patients’ gestures at the center of his
practice, the Viennese is committed to a different form of investigation, one in which
the psychoanalyst concentrates on hearing the patients’ stories, but is also forced to
put into play his own unconscious to interpret those stories. While the unconscious
might seem to be something incommunicable by its own nature, Freud’s strategy
is to try to make it communicable (and hence objective) by individuating the
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structural similarities characterizing the human mind. The techniques underlying
these two types of objectivity rely on different sets of epistemic norms and regimes
of scientific observation, which identify and stabilize a new scientific object: the
psychoanalytic self. Thus, the context of the emergence of psychoanalysis provides
a fascinating case epitomizing what Daston and Galison refer to as the passage
from mechanical objectivity, which came to prominence in the second half of
the nineteenth century, to structural objectivity, which begins to take hold around
the beginning of the twentieth century. This passage paradigmatically embodies
restriction in scientific claims about incommunicable experience, in order to limit
the idiosyncrasies of the scientific self.
While the previous essays in this section focus on different conceptions of the
knowing self and how it could overcome its own subjectivity, Alex Csiszar’s paper,
“Objectivities in Print,” examines the emergence of a new communal conception of
scientific objectivity in the late nineteenth century. Csiszar presents a study in which
the late nineteenth-century conception of knowledge as objective and the epistemic
virtues associated with objectivity become distinctive traits of collectives instead of
individuals. As he underlines, rather than stemming from internal needs of scientific
practitioners to provide a stabilized notion of objectivity, this social conception of
objectivity derives from wider concerns about the place that the scientific enterprise
ought to occupy among the political and social institutions of which the scientists
were part. Csiszar considers two fundamental moments in the development of a
form of communitarian objectivity that have received insufficient attention from
historians, but that are crucial in tying the processes of scientific publishing with
normative commitments about scientific objectivity: the origin of the practice of
peer review in 1830s England and the progressive stabilization of specialised
periodicals as the hub encompassing and rationally coordinating collective scientific
opinions. The epistemic and social motives that drove both moments find exemplary
expression in Henri Poincaré’s editorial activities and epistemological reflection.
The final section of the volume features three contributions more specifically
dealing with a type of objectivity that trains its concerns upon the epistemic practices
of communities. In an ambitious and programmatic paper, “Objectivity, Intellectual
Virtue, and Community,” Moira Howes advocates a novel approach for addressing
the issue of objectivity. Howes rejects individualistic conceptions of objectivity,
arguing that objectivity is best understood as a community-wide intellectual virtue,
viz., an enduring commitment to salient and accurate information about reality.
From this perspective, she discusses the social dimensions of intellectual virtues
(e.g., how virtues are shaped by social context) as well as the relationship between
objectivity and epistemic trustworthiness. Howes maintains that conceptualizing
objectivity as a community-wide intellectual virtue allows us to better appreciate
what failures of objectivity—such as epistemic failures due to implicit bias—
amount to and how they might be avoided. The resulting analysis provides a
strong case for utilizing resources from virtue epistemology to contribute to our
understanding of what objectivity is and how it can be facilitated.
The final two essays of the volume exemplify Ian Hacking’s favored particularist
approach to objectivity insofar as they draw conclusions about the objectivity of
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scientific communities through detailed analyses of particular cases. Alison Wylie’s
essay, “A Plurality of Pluralisms: Collaborative Practice in Archaeology,” engages
with Helen Longino’s influential work that emphasizes the importance of pluralism
as a procedural means for ensuring the objectivity of science. Through a close examination of collaborative practices in archaeology, Wylie articulates different ways
in which methodological pluralism can serve as an effective means for improving
the objectivity of science. In contrast to narratives that place archaeologists and
indigenous communities—with their divergent values and interests—in a relationship of inherent conflict, Wylie documents ways in which collaborations between
archaeologists and indigenous communities have served to enhance archaeological
research. For instance, she discusses how the interaction between conventional
archaeological evidence and evidence gained from indigenous oral traditions can
address (and sometimes reframe) focal archaeological questions in beneficial ways.
The kinds of collaborations discussed in Wylie’s chapter demonstrate concretely
how the pluralism advocated by Longino and others can facilitate transformative
criticism, i.e., criticism that can transform background values and assumptions.
More generally, her work shows how resources from standpoint theory can be
deployed within the framework of Longino’s feminist empiricism.
Judy Segal’s concluding essay, “The View from Here and There,” examines how
her own objectivity as a researcher on breast-cancer narratives changed after she
was diagnosed with breast-cancer. A common trope in the medical humanities is
to try to foster a form of patient autonomy by claiming that while doctors are
objective experts of disease, patients are experts in the subjective experience of
illness. Segal argues that this trope fails to illuminate the actual changes in her
research as her perspective shifted from the objectivity of the scholarly stance—
a neutral and disinterested observer who was removed from her object of study—to
a new perspective that included her role as a patient. Far from being a position of
pure subjectivity, Segal argues that the patient-perspective is an additional scholarly
resource that “aspires to a higher objectivity: a nearer view, not aperspectival,
but with standpoint.” In articulating this argument, Segal draws upon Sandra
Harding’s standpoint theory, suggesting that her objectivity as a researcher of breastcancer narratives was enhanced after her diagnosis since she was able to occupy
a standpoint inside the specific medical-institutional position at issue and this, in
turn, allowed her to view the position (and its assumptions) more critically. In
addition to demonstrating that a simplistic objective-subjective divide is unhelpful
for understanding the epistemic status of patient narratives, Segal presents a strong
case for adopting a science and technology studies approach for studying these
narratives.
Taken individually, the essays in this volume each supply new tools for theorizing
what is valuable in the pursuit of objective knowledge and new ways to investigate
its historical career. We see invitations to comparative projects in the history of
journalism and science, or the history of science and philosophy, or the history
of scientific publication. We see deployment of theoretical frameworks from
philosophy to illuminate the proper standards of objective knowledge in medicine
and archaeology, or the position of the theorist with respect to her own object of
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study. The volume offers many starting places and many avenues of research. More
than that, taken collectively, the essays exemplify the very virtues of objectivity that
they theorize—in reading them together one can sense various worries about the
dangerously subjective in our age and the past, locate commonalities of concern
as well as differences of approach, and see objects of intense scrutiny and begin
to discern areas that have not yet received the attention they deserve. By putting
together work that is not easily combined, the volume offers an expansive vision of
a research community seeking a communal understanding of its own methods and
its own epistemic anxieties, struggling to enunciate the key problems of knowledge
of our time, and offering insight into how to overcome them.
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